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It is well known that a complex-valued function f continuous on the real 
line which is normal in the sense of Bochner is almost periodic (a.p. for short) 
in the sense of Bohr, and conversely. We recall that a function is normal if 
for each sequence {tK}, k = 1, 2, ..., 
2, -**, 
there exists a subsequence {Q, n = 1, 
such that f(t + tkn) converges uniformly for t on the real line. In a 
recent paper, Bochner has given another necessary and sufficient condition 
for almost-periodicity which involves two (rather than one) sequence but 
requires only pointwise (rather than uniform) convergence; cf. [3] and Defini- 
tion 2 of our paper. Using this new condition, Bochner in [3], obtains some 
theorems for the existence of a.p. solutions of certain linear dtierential- 
difference equations, one of which generalizes a result due to Favard [4J. 
However, it does not seem possible to obtain the generalization of Favard’s 
result to nonlinear differential equations due to Amerio [I] by direct use of 
this new condition. 
In this paper, we obtain a condition for almost periodicity equivalent to 
this new condition due to Bochner, but which can be used to obtain Amerio’s 
theorem for functional-differential equations, of which differential and dif- 
ferential-difference equations are special cases. We also obtain a result for the 
existence of a.p. solutions in terms of local stability (Theorem 4 of our paper) 
which essentially corrects an erroneous result of the author, Theorem 3 in [S]. 
NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
(9 01, B, --p will denote sequences of real numbers; i.e., (Y = {ale}, 
k = 1,2, *“; 
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(ii) p C 01 means /3 is a subsequence of 01; 
(iii) (Y + fi = {iyk + &}, k = 1, 2, ..a; 
(iv) x, y, z, *emI will denote functions continuous on the real axis 
I : - co < t < cc to a Banach space V; x(t) will denote the function value 
of x at t; 1 x(t) j will denote the norm of x(t); 
(v) T,x = lim,,, x(t + ak) where 01 = {elk}, k = 1,2, ‘me; and the limit 
exists for each t in I. If the limit is uniform on each bounded interval in I, 
T,x is clearly a continuous function as in (iv); 
(vi) T,x exists uniformly means the limit in (v) exists uniformly for t in I. 
DEFINITION 1. x satisfies condition A if for each sequence y’ there exists 
a sequence y C y’, and a real number p(y) > 0 such that T,,x exists for each t 
in I, and if /I’ C y, B” C y, and (r are such that T,+,qx = y and T,+e*x = z 
exists for each t in I, then either y = z, or 1 y(t) - x(t) ] > 2p(y) for all t in I. 
DEFINITION 2. x satisfies condition B if for each pair of sequences 
a’, /3’ there exist OL C (Y’, /I C 8’ such that Tar+ox = T,Tpx. 
Theorems 1 and 2 in [3] assert that a necessary and sufficient condition 
that x be a.p. is that x satisfy condition B. As a consequence of this and our 
Theorem 1, it follows clearly that conditions A and B are equivalent. It 
seems, however, that a direct verification of this equivalence, without going 
through the condition of almost-periodicity, is not at all obvious. 
THEOREM 1. A necessary and suficient condition that x be a.p. is that x 
satisfy condition A. 
Proof. The proof of the sufficiency follows an argument due to Amerio 
in [I]. Let x satisfy condition A. Then if y’ is an arbitrary sequence, there 
exists y C y’ and p = p(y) > 0 as required by condition A, where, in particu- 
lar, T,x exists. If TYx exists uniformly, we have nothing more to prove. 
Hence, suppose that T,,x does not exist uniformly. Then there exist sequences 
6, y’, y” such that y’ C y, y” C y, and a number ~a, 0 < E,, < p, such that 
9) < I x& + Y’JJ - x(& + y”lJ I B p, k = 1, 2, “‘; (1) 
for a proof of this, see Amerio [I]. We show now that there exist sequences 
(Y C 8, /I’ C y’, and jY C y” such that Ta+gx = y’ and T,,e-x = y” exist. 
Since x satisfies condition A, there exists a subsequence {k,.}, Y = 1,2, es., 
of the sequence of integers such that 
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exists; similarly, there exists a subsequence {rj}, j = 1,2, es*, of the sequence 
of integers such that 
lim x(t + h,, + ~1~) 
j%c 
exist. If we define aj = akV, , plj = y& , & = yl,, , we clearly have the 01, /?‘, 
and /F’ as asserted above. However, from (1) we have, clearly, 
Eo 6 I Y’(O) - Y”(O) I G P 
which contradicts the fact that x satisfies condition A. This completes the 
proof of suficiency. 
To prove the necessity of condition A, suppose x is a.p. Let y’ be an 
arbitrary sequence. Since x is normal, there exists a sequence y C y’ such that 
T+x exists uniformly. Define p(y) = 1. Let the sequences OL, 8’ C y, and 
/3” C y be such that T,+,lx and Ta+@ “x exist. We may assume, by choosing 
appropriate subsequence if necessary, that these last two limits exist uni- 
formly; we again use the fact that x is normal. Thus Ta+px = y and 
Tor+o=x  z are a.p., and hence also normal. If w = T,,x, w is a.p., and thus 
normal. Hence there exists a sequence B C (11 such that T;w exists uniformly. 
Now if dk = atik , define w’ = pLk , k = 1, 2, **- . If follows that 
B + 8’ C 01 + p’, Tb,x = w, and 
T;,;,x = T;w. 
Similarly, if we define fl; = fi& , K = 1,2, .a*, it follows that & + j?” C 01 + /l”, 
Tgx = w, and 
(ii) T;+rx = T;w. 
But from (i) and (ii), it follows that y = T;w and s = T;w. Hence y = z 
and condition A holds. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
We first introduce some more notation and definitions. In what follows, 
h and H denote fixed positive constants. 
(vii) C = C[- h, 0] is the set of functions 4 continuous on the closed 
real interval [- h, 0] with values in R*, a normed n-dimensional space over 
the complex field. 
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(viii) [C] is the set of functions F continuous on I x C to R”, here and 
henceforth, the topology in C is in term of the supremum norm which is 
denoted by I/ 4 11; i.e., for #, in C, 
(ix) C’, is the subset of C defined by ]I + II < H; [Cl, is the subset of 
[C] consisting of functions F continuous on I x C, . 
(x) The function F in [Cl, is said to be a.p. in t uniformly for 4 in 
C, if for each compact set r C C, , 
(a) F is a.p. in t for each fixed 4 in I’, and 
(b) for each E > 0, there exists a relatively dense set of c-translation 
numbers for F independent of + in P; for definitions of these terms, see, for 
example [2]. 
(xi) If 01 real sequence, and F is in [Cl, we define 
we say T,F exists uniformly on I x S, where S C C, if the limit is uniform 
for (t, $) in I X S. 
(xii) For F is in [Cl, we define H(F) to be the set of functions G on I x C 
to R” such that G = T,F for some sequence LY. 
Some remarks are in order; if F is a.p. in t uniformly for + in,C, then each 
G in H(F) is also. It also follows that if 0~’ is any sequence, and I’ is a compact 
subset of C, , there exists a (Y C 01’ such that T,F exists uniformly on 1 x r. 
Conversely, if for each sequence ci and each compact subset r of C, , 
there exists OL C a’ such that T,F exists uniformly on I x r, then F is a.p. 
in t uniformly for 4 in C, . It does not seem to be possible to prove these last 
two assertions without the compactness condition on r. 
We now state and prove a theorem which is a restricted version of Amerio’s 
theorem ([I]) but for functional-differential equations. Hence, first some 
definitions and notation for such equations: 
(xiii) We denote by X the set of continuous functions on I to C, by 
x, YJ .** the elements of X and by xt , yt , .** the function values of x, y, 0.. 
corresponding to the real number t. 
(xiv) We denote by x,(B), - h < 19 f 0, the function in C which is the 
function value zt of the function x in X at t. Hence x,(O) = x(t) is a function 
value of a function x(t), t in 1, with values in Rn. 
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(xv) If for an x in X and t in I the limit 
lim x(t + ‘) - x(t) 
s+o+ s 
exists where x(t) is defined in terms of x as in (xiv) above, we denote it by 
n(t). 
(xvi) We denote by X, the subset of X consisting of x such that if x,(0), 
- h < 0 < 0, is related to x as in (xiv) above, then x~+@(O) = ~~(6) for 
-h<8<OandtinI. 
DEFINITION 3. The function x in X, is a solution of 
3(t) = F(t, Xt) ,@I 
for t in I, , a real interval, if 11 xt 11 < H for t in I,, and (2) holds on this 
interval. Here and henceforth we assume F in [Cl,. 
Equation (2) is called a functional-differential equation. Such equations 
include, as special cases, differential-difference (or delay-differential) equa- 
tions, (cf. for example Krasovskii [6] and Hale [5j), and also ordinary dif- 
ferential equations. In fact, the initial value problem: given to in I and a +. 
in CHl , 0 < Hi < H, to find an interval I, : to < t < to + b, and a solution 
x on I, such that xt, = $, can be shown to have a solution. Under additional 
conditions on F, such as, for example, a Lips&i& condition: 
for some constant L and (t, 4) and (t, #) both near (to , +a), a solution not only 
exists locally but is unique. Proofs of these assertions follow along the lines 
of the proofs of the corresponding existence and uniqueness theorems for 
ordinary differential equations. 
A solution of (2) can also be equivalently defined as a continuous function 
x(t), - h + to < t Q to + b, with values in Rn, such that &(t) is as above, 
and xt is the function x(t + e), - h < 0 < 0; clearly for fixed t a member 
of C. This, in fact, is the approach used by Krasovskii [6] and Hale [.5J 
DEFINITION 4. For any I >0, UC, is the subset of X, consisting of 
functions x uniformly continuous on I and satisfying 11 zt 11 < Y there. 
THEOREM 2 (Amerio [Z]). Let F be a.$. in t uniformly for + in C, . Let x 
be a sol&m of (2) of class UC,. Suppose for each G in H(F) there exists a 
p(G) > 0 such that ify and z are distinct solutions of 
Y(t) = W, rt) (3) 
of class UC,, then II yt A zt 11 2 p(G) for all t in I. Then x is a.p. 
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Theorem 2 can be strengthened at the expense of complications; first, we 
need only consider solutions y, x of each (3) with the same E - 6 uniform 
continuity as X; i.e., if given E > 0, the 6 = S(E) > 0 such that / t - t’ 1 < S 
implies Ij xt - xt’ j/ < 6, also implies ljyt - yt’ 11 < E and II z1 - zt’ Ij < E. 
Aho we need only consider uniformly continuous solutions y, x of (3) 
such that if r is a compact set in C, containing the range of X, then yt and at 
are contained in r for all t in I. The existence of such a set r is assured by the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let x be a function in X, which is bounded and unsformly con- 
tinuous on I. Then the range S, of x is conditionally compact; i.e., the closure 
S, of S, is compact. 
Proof. Corresponding to x, let x(t), t in I, be the function on I to Rn 
defined in (xiv). Given E > 0, there exists 6 = 6(c) > 0 such that 
II Xt - Xt’ II = =l&; oll x(t + 0) - x(t’ + 0) I < f 
whenever 1 t - t’ I < S(E). Thus clearly for such t, t’ we have 
1 x(t) - x(t’) I < c, and thus ] x(t + S) - x(t + 0’) 1 < l for / 0 - 8’ 1 < S(E) 
and 13 and 0’ are in [- h, 01. But this shows that the set {xJ, t in I, is an 
equicontinuous set of functions in C. This set is clearly uniformly bounded, 
since by hypothesis /I xt I] < H for some H and all t in I. Hence by Ascoli’s 
lemma, every sequence {xt,} in this set contains a uniformly convergent 
subsequence {xt,*}, k = 1, 2, v-0 . But the set {xt}, t in I, is just S, . This 
proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let x be a solution of (2) f I o c ass UC, and let @ be any sequence. 
Then there exists a sequence OL C /3 such that Tax = y exists un;formly on each 
compact subset of I. In fact, y is also of class UC, , and if for y C 01, T,,F exists 
uniformly on I X S, , where S, is as in the previous lemma, then y is a solution 
of (3) with G = Tp. Thus clearly also T,x = y unafimly on each compact 
subset of I. 
Proof. We first show the existence of a sequence OL = #I such that 
T,x =y exists uniformly on each compact subset of I. To this end, let m 
be a positive integer and x(t) be as determined by x in (xiv). Let 7 be a fixed 
real number, and consider the function xm(u + T), - h - m < u < m. The 
set of these functions as 7 varies over Z can be shown equicontinuous and 
uniformly bounded in the same manner as in the preceding proof; we need 
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only replace t by T, and B, 8’ by u, U’ respectively. Thus by Ascoli’s lemma, 
there exists a sequence am C p such that cim = {akm}, K = 1,2, a.., and 
$iE x(24 + akm) = yyu) 
exists uniformly for u in [- h - m, m]. Replacing u by t + 0, this becomes 
$2 x(t + e + akm) = y”( t + e) 
uniformly for t in [- m, m], 0 in [- h, 01. Thus with y;” = ym(t + e), 
- h < 0 < 0, we have using (xvi), x*+~~,, -+yt” as K + co uniformly for t 
in [- m,m]. 
We now perform the above argument for m = 1,2, **e, such that am+1 C am, 
m = 1,2, ... . Thus, if k > m, ytk = yt" for t in [- m, m]. For any t in I, 
we define yt = yt*, where m is the least integer such that t is in [- m, m], 
and define ak = akk, k = 1, 2, .*a . Then clearly for any integer N > 0, we 
have 
lim xt+ok = yt k+m 
uniformly for t in [- IV, IV]. Thus Tgx = y uniformly on each compact 
subset of I. 
The fact that ]I yt 1) < H follows easily from ]I xt ]I Q H, t in I. To showy 
uniformly continuous on I, let E > 0 be given. Since x is uniformly continuous 
on I, there exists a 6 = 6(e) > 0 such that 
II Xt - Xt’ II < E/3 for 1 t - t’ 1 < s. (4) 
Fix t and t’ such that this last inequality holds and let K be a closed bounded 
interval containing t and t’. With a = {ffk}, k = 1,2, .*a, as defined above, 
II Yt - Yt’ II d II Yt - &folk II + II %+n* - ++oi II + II %‘+ak - Yt’ II. 
But for k sufficiently large, the first and third terms on the right hand side 
of the above inequality can be made less than e/3. This, with the fact that (4) 
holds with t and t’ replaced by t + ak and t’ f 0~~ respectively, k arbitrary, 
shows that y is uniformly continuous on I. 
Since the 6 appearing in (4) is independent of the sequence 8, it follows that 
each yt in the closure of the set x~+~ , ‘7 in I, has the same E - 8 uniform 
continuity as x. Thus, in fact, the closure of the set of translates of x is not 
only a subset of UC,, but a subset equicontinuous on I. 
To show that y is a solution of (3) with G = Ty where y C a is a sequence 
such that Ty exists uniformly on I x 3, , we first observe that for any such y, 
clearly T,,x = y uniformly on each compact subset of I. Next, by a remark 
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following (xii), such a y always exists. Fix t and t, , t 3 t, , and define x(t) 
and y(t) corresponding to x and y as in (xiv). Then (cf. a remark following 
the proof of Theorem 4) 
j r(t) - jlo G(s> YJ ds - y(b) / G I r(t) - 4t + rd I + I 4to + rd --y&J I 
+ 1 x(t + YL) - j:oF(S + Yk 9 %+,,) ds - X(t, + Yk) j 
+ 1 jroFb + Yk 9 %+,) ds - jIo G(s, he) ds / 
+ 1 jlo G(s, x,+,J ds - jr0 GO, rs) ds 1 . 
Using the facts that: 
(9 xttik , t in I, is a solution of k(t) =F(t + yk, Xt), 
(ii) F(t + yk , 4) + G(t, $) as k + co uniformly on I x 3, , and 
(iii) G is uniformly continuous in (t, 4) on I x 3, , 
we conclude from this last inequality that y is a solution of (3). The fact that 
(iii) above holds is a consequence of the fact that if F is a.p. in t uniformly 
for 4 in 3, , then F is uniformly continuous in (t, 4) on I x s, . This last 
assertion can be established in the same way that the uniform continuity of 
ordinary a.p. functions is; cf. for example, Besicovitch [2]; here we need of 
course also the fact that 3, is compact. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let x satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem, and s, 
be the compact subset of C, as defined in Lemma 1. Let y’ be an arbitrary 
sequence; then by Lemma 2 there exists a subsequence y C y’ such that 
Tp exists uniformly on any compact subset of I, and Ty = G uniformly 
on I x 3,. We now take p(y) = p(G)/2, and let /I’ C y, j3” C y, and ar be 
sequences such that T,,, ‘x = y, T,+,-x = .a exist. Then there exist subse- 
quences & C 01, /? C /I’ such that B + fl’ C 01 + 8’ and T;+gF exists uniformly 
on I x 3, . Since TgF = T.JF = T$ exists uniformly on I x 3, , it follows 
that 
Ti,b~F = T;Tj*F = T&T7 
Let {nk} be the subsequence of the sequence of integers such that fin, = flh, , 
k = 1, 2, *em, and define /!?” by p; = pz, , k = 1, 2, mm., i.e., 6” C p”. Again 
there exist subsequences d C 6&p Cp such that d + p C B + fl”, and such 
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that T;+rF exists uniformly on I x 3, . We note that B + p C 01 + 8”. 
Again TpF = T,,F exist uniformly on I x 3, and 
T;gF = T-,T;-F = T;;T,,F = TiT$ 
Thus T&FF = T;+gF = G. By Lemma 2, y and z are both solutions of (3) 
with the G as defined above. By hypothesis, either y = z or 
ll~t - it II 3 P(G) = MY) 
for all t in I, since by Lemma 2, y and z are of class UC,. Therefore, x 
satisfies condition A, and by Theorem 1 is a.p. This proves Theorem 2. 
Some remarks concerning the relationship between Theorem 2 and its 
corresponding version for ordinary differential equations due to Amerio are 
in order. First solutions of functional-differential equations such as (2) 
can be bounded and yet not possess bounded derivatives; cf. an example due 
to My&is [7]. This is clearly not the case for ordinary differential equations; 
a solution for such an equation bounded on a real interval I, is not only 
uniformly continuous on I,, , but satisfies a Lipschitz condition there; i.e., 
for such a solution x there exists a constant L such that 
1 x(t) - x(t’) 1 <L 1 t - t’ 1 
for all t and t’ in I, . 
An extension of Amerio’s theorem to functional-differential equations in 
which a Lipschitz condition is used, instead of uniform continuity as in 
Theorem 2, is being at present developed in a forthcoming thesis of 
R. C. Bueker. It can be shown, however, that if F is a.p. in t uniformly for 4 
in C, and I’ is a compact subset of C, , then there exists a constant 
B = B(P) > 0 such that 1 F(t, 4) 1 < B for (t, 4) in1 x P, we omit the details. 
Thus if x is a solution of (2) of class UC,, then, since the range S, of x is, 
by Lemma 1, conditionally compact, it follows that $t) is bounded on 1, 
and hence, x satisfies a Lipschitz condition. Since subsequent results are 
proved more easily in terms of the uniform continuity, and since we do not 
supply a proof of the fact that it implies a Lipschitz condition, as asserted 
above, we shall continue using the class UC,. 
STABILITY CONDITIONS FOR ALMOST PERIODIC SOLUTIONS 
If F is bounded for (t, 4) in I x C, , then sufficient conditions in terms of 
asymptotic stability in the large of a bounded solution of (1) that it be a.p. 
are known; cf., for example, [IO] and [9]. Local asymptotic stability, however, 
does not seem to be in general sufficient. Our next theorem does, however, 
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give a rather special result in that direction and is related to (in fact, corrects) 
Theorem 3 in [S]. 
First, some stability definitions: 
DEFINITION 5. A solution x of (2) defined on I is uniformly stable U.S. 
for short) if given E > 0 there exists S(E) > 0 such that if t, is arbitrary and y 
is any solution of (2) such that IIyt, - xtO 11 < 8(e), then jl yt - xt I] < E 
for t 3 to . 
DEFINITION 6. A solution x of (1) is uniformly asymptotically stable 
(u.a.s. for short) if it is U.S. and if there exists a 8 > 0 such that if y is any 
solution of (2) with /I yt, - xt, II < 6, then 
the limit being uniform for t, in I. 
We introduce the following two additional assumptions on F in (2): 
(AI) F is uniformly continuous on I x C, , and 
(A,) For each G in H(F), the initial value problem (as stated just following 
Definition 3) for (3) has a unique solution. 
We observe that for ordinary differential equations, where C is Rn, (AI) 
holds whenever F is continuous on I x C, and a.p. in t uniformly for 4 
in C,. 
We also observe that a Lipschitz condition in (b on each G in H(F) will 
imply (As); cf. the remarks after Definition 3. 
Finally, if F is a.p. in t uniformly for 4 in C, and satisfies (AI), it is easy 
to show that if G is in H(F), then G also satisfies (A,); we omit the details. 
LEMMA 3. Let 2 be a U.S. solution of (2) of class UC,, , HI < H. Suppose 
1 x,,,~ -St as k + co um~&rmly on each compact subset of I. Then for 4 in C 
and such that II+ - 9t, 11 is su$iciently small, and k s@%iently large, the function 
xk with values x t+&O + tk 9 d)> t 2 tO 9 is uni$rmly continuous there; here 
xt(to , q5), t >, t,, , denotes the solution of (2) such that x,O(to, +) = 4. Also 
the range of each such xk for t 3 to is contained in a compact set r C C, . 
Proof. Let or be such that 0 < or < H - H,; then since 2 is U.S., there 
exists a a(~) > 0 such that if 4 is in C and satisfies ]I$ - 4t0+tk ]I < 6(eI), 
then 
II x t+&O + tk 9 '#') - %+t, 11 d e1 for t > to. (5) 
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If we define xtk = q(t, + tk ,4), then clearly x:+~, t >‘ta , is a solution of 
i(t) =F(t + tk , Xt). Fix t’ > t > t,; then if xk(t) is the function on I with 
values in Rn related to xtk as in (xiv), we have 
1 Xk(t’ + tk) - Xk(t + tk) 1 < 1 ,:F(s + tk, x:+t,.. ds 1 
< 
I 
t’ 1 F(S + tk , x:+;,) - F(S + tk 9 &+tk) 1 ds 
t 
+ 1 ,:‘Fb + tk 9 %+tk) ds ] . (6) 
Let 4 in C be such that II 4 - jt, 11 < 6(r,)/2; then clearly there exists a 
N(ei) such that k > N(Q) implies II $ - 4to+tk 11 < 6(rJ. Since F is uniformly 
continuous in I x C, , it follows that if ci is chosen sufficiently small, we 
have, using (5), that 
1 F(s + tk , $+t,) - W + tk 9 a,+,*) 1 ( 1 for all s >, to, 
I!$-j,l/<y, and k>N(ei). (7) 
Also 
is t’F(s + t t k , a,,,,) ds 1 = I @’ + tk) - a(t + tk) 1 < iI %‘+tl: - %+tk 11 
where S(t) is related to 4 t as in (xiv). (8) 
Thus if we define 6, = S(42 and iVi = N(Q), we have, using (7) and (8) 
in (6), that 
1 Xk(t’ + tk) - %k@ + tk) 1 < I t’ - t I + II &+t, - %+t, 11 (9) 
fort’>t>,t,,k>iV,,and(\+--t0((<6,. 
We now assume in what follows that II 4 - $t, Ij < 6, and K > iVr , and 
define 
nk(t + tk) = I 
x”(t + tk), t > t, 
+(q, 
t, - h < t < t, . 
since 4 iS UnifOrIdy COntinUOUS for t in 1, it fOllOWS from (9) that zk(t + tk) 
is uniformly continuous for t > to . Since 4 is in C, gk(t + tk) is uniformly 
continuous for to - h < t < t, . Hence xk(t + tk) is uniformly continuous 
for t > t,, - h. Given e > 0, there exists 8(c) > 0 such that if t’ > t > to, 
1 t’ - t I < 8(e), and k > Ni , then 
1 Xk(t’ + e + tk) - Xk(t + e + tk) 1 < % --h<e<o. 
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Thus, using (xvi), we have 
II xk’ t +tt - 4+t, II < E for t’ > t 3 t,, ! t - t’ 1 < 6(E). 
Thus xk is uniformly continuous for t 3 t, , provided 114 - j,, /I < 6, 
and k > Nl . 
It follows that the set (x:+~,}, t > t, , k > Ni , and // 4 - yt, j/ < 6, , 
is an equicontinuous set of functions in C; we simply argue as in the proof 
of Lemma 1, and omit the details. Since this set is clearly also uniformly 
bounded (cf. (5)), it follows by Ascoli’s lemma again that the set is con- 
ditionally compact. Thus if r is taken to be the closure of this set, the lemma 
is proved. 
LEMMA 4. Let 4 be a U.S. solution of (2) of class UCHl , HI < H. Then 
fix each G in H(F), there exists a solution j of (3) which is also U.S. and of class 
UC,, . Furthermore, if 4 is u.a.s., so is 5. 
Proof. From (xii), given G in H(F), there exists a real sequence {tk} 
such that F(t + t, ,$) -+ G(t, +). It is no loss of generality to assume that 
A xt+tk + f1 as k + co uniformly for t in any compact subset of1; cf. Lemma 2. 
Let r be the compact subset of C, defined in the proof of Lemma 3. For 
a suitable subsequence of (tk}, which we again denote by {tk}, it follows that 
kz W + tk , $1 = W, 4) 
uniformly on I X r. 
We show first that 9 is U.S. Let E > 0 be given. Since 4 is U.S., there exists, 
as in the proof of Lemma 3, a 6,(e) > 0 such that for (to ,+) in I x C and 
lld - %“+tk II < u4 
II %+tx(& + f,t ,4) - it+,, II < c for t > t, , k = 1,2, me-; (10) 
here the notation is as in the proof of Lemma 3. Also there clearly exists 
N,(E) such that 11 I# - 9t, II < a,(e)/2 implies 114 - 4,0+tt 11 < E fork > Ne(c), 
and that N,(E) > Nr , the N1 being as in the proof of Lemma 3. Hence for 
k 3 Nde), t 2 to, and II 4 - $, II < %(~)/2, x~+~,(&, + tk  4) is in r, and 
it follows by an argument similar to the one in the proof of Lemma 2 that for a 
subsequence of (tk}, which we again denote by {tk}, that 
ij$! xt+&ll + tk 9 4) = Yt (11) 
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uniformly on any compact subset of t > t,; here yt , t > t, , is a solution 
of (3); we omit the details. In fact, yt = yt(t, , 4) with the notation as above. 
But 
+ II x t+& + t, ,d) - %+t, II + /I fft+&$ -jt IL (12) 
Thus if k is sufficiently large, we have, using (10) and (11) in (12) that 
II d - Yt, II < %(4/2 implies 
IIY& 94) -jt II < E 
Thus j is a U.S. solution of (3). 
for t 3 to. 
To show j is u.a.s. whenever 2 is, let S be as in Definition 5, and E > 0 
be given. Then there exists a T(E) > 0 such that 11 (b - &+t, !I < S implies 
11 xrct,(t, + t, ,$) - stftk I/ < E for t 3 to + T(E). Using this m (12) with k 
sufficrently large, it follows that whenever IId -jt, II < S/2, then 
IIYtbJ ,4) -jt II < E, whenever t 3 to + T(E). Thus j is u.a.s. The fact 
that 9 is of class UC,, is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2. This proves 
Lemma 4. 
THEOREM 3. Let F be a.p. in t uniformly for 4 in C, and also satisfy 
6%) and 6%). S PP u ose or each G in H(F), the system (3) has exactly 0r.v solu- f 
tion which is u.a.s. and of class UC,, , HI < H. Then this solution is a.p. 
Proof. Let 4 be the solution of F with the stability, boundedness, and 
continuity properties specified in the hypotheses. Let y’ be an arbitrary 
sequence, and y C y’ be such that T+2 exists. Further let (Y, /3’ C y, and 
8” C y be sequences such that Tu+g4 = j and T-+,=4 = P exist. Then 
using the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2, we can show that 
both 9 and f are solutions of some system (3). But by Lemma 2,p and P 
are also limits, uniform on each compact subset of I, of translates of 2; 
hence by Lemma 4, 9 and f are u.a.s., and, by Lemma 2, of class UC’=, . 
Thus by the hypotheses of the theorem, 3 = 4 and since therefore 2 satis- 
fies condition A, it is a.p. This proves the theorem. 
DEFINITION 7. A solution 4 of (2) satisfies condition D(H,), HI < H, 
if it is of class UCH1 (cf. Definition 4), and if given E > 0 there exists S(E) > 0 
such that if x is any other solution of (2) of class UC,, , and such that 
II xt, - St0 II < S(E), then II xt - St 11 < E for t < to. 
Remark. A solution 4 of (2) can be u.a.s. and still satisfy condition 
D(H,), HI < H. For example, if each solution x which approaches x asymp- 
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totically as t + co has the property that jj xtl /j > Hi for some t, = tl(x), 
then x satisfies D(H,) in a vacuous sense. 
The following lemma establishes in essence the following assertion: if 4 
is a solution of (2) which is u.a.s. and of class D(H,), Hi < H, then all other 
solutions y of (2) which are uniformly continuous and satisfy IIyt I/ < Hl 
for all t cannot approach x as t--f co; i.e., x is separated with respect to solu- 
tions y of class UC,, . 
Also, Theorem 4, which follows this lemma, can be regarded as a version 
of Theorem 2 (Amerio’s Theorem) where the class of “separated” solutions 
consists of those which are u.a.s. in addition to being of class UC, . 1 
LEMMA 5. Let f be a solution of (2) satisfying condition D(H,), HI < H. 
Then $2 is u.a.s., there exists a p > 0 such that ify is a solution of (2) of class 
UC,, and such that y # 4, then I/ yt - k, I/ > p for all t in I. 
Proof. Suppose no such p exists; then there exist solutionsyk, k = 1,2, e-e, 
of class UC,, , yk # 2, and a sequence {tk}, such that ljyFk - 3i’,* II--+ 0 as 
k -+ co. Hence there exists an integer k such that 11~5 - itk II < 6, 6, 
the number appearing in the definition of D being u.a.s. Hence for this k, 
lI~:~+t - &,+t II -+ 0 as t-+ co. 
But yk # 4; thus for some t^ in I, IIyfk+; - 4fk+; II = c,,(k) > 0. Since 4 
satisfies condition D(H,), there exists a S(q,(k)) > 0 such that 
Ilr’lb - ito II < GoW 
implies 
/Iytk - St II < 44 for t < to. 
If we now choose t,, = t, + 7, with 7 > t” and sufficiently large such that 
11 yFO - 4,0 II < S(q,(k)), it follows that )I y$+; - Ztb+; I/ < e,,(k), a contra- 
diction. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 4. Let F satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4, and let (2) have a 
u.a.s. solution 2 of class UC, , Hl < H. Suppose for each G in H(F), all u.a.s. 
solutions which are of class UC,, also satisfy condition D(Hl). Then 4 is a.p. 
Proof. From Lemma 5 it follows that for each G in H(F), there exists a 
p = p(G) > 0 such that if 3 is a u.a.s. solution of the corresponding equa- 
tion (3) which is of class UCH, , then if y is any other solution with the con- 
tinuity and boundedness properties of j, then 11 yt - St II > p(G) for t in I. 
Now let 4 be a u.a.s. solution of (2) of class UC,, . Then if y’ is an arbitrary 
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sequence, there exists by Lemma 2 and the a.p. properties of F a sequence 
y C y’ such that T$ exists uniformly on each compact subset of I and 
Tfl = G uniformly on I x s; . Now with sequences 01, /3’ C y, /3” C y such 
that T cr+,& = 9 and T-+,& = f exist, it follows by an argument as in the 
proof of Theorem 3 that j and P are u.a.s. solutions of (3) for this G with the 
the same continuity and boundedness properties as 2. If we now take 
p(y) = p(G)/2, we see that condition A holds for $, and 4 is therefore a.p. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
Some concluding remarks are in order. First, if x is a solution of (2) on I 
with values in C, , the existence and continuity on I of 3(t) implies the exis- 
tence and continuity of the ordinary “2~sided” derivative x’(t), and of course 
n(t) = x’(t). It is easy to show, in fact, that if any one of the four derivatives 
(upper or lower one-sided) is continuous at a point, the ordinary derivative 
exists at that point; we omit the details. Hence, for such solutions x of (2). 
holds for all t, , t in I. In fact, this last equality also holds for a solution x 
defined only on t, < t < t, + b, b > 0. 
Also, if x is an element of X, and x(t) is related to x as in (xiv), it follows 
easily that x(t), t in I, is a.p. if and only if x is a.~.; we again omit the details. 
Finally, R. K. Miller has communicated to the author a recent result of 
his that just uniform asymptotic stability of a bounded solution of an a.p. 
system will imply the existence of an a.p. solution; his result apparently 
does not require an additional condition such as ours does in Theorem 4. 
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